NEGATIVE PRESSURE WOUND THERAPY

About Us
A.Z.M. is a developer and manufacturer company in healthcare business since 1998. Along with its qualified
work force, A.Z.M. owns substantial experience on product development and on field clinical applications over
years. With this background A.Z.M. is one of the global leaders in manufacturing of negative pressure wound
therapy systems.
A.Z.M.'s main objective is to meet all needs of healthcare professionals while promoting patient comfort. For this
purpose, A.Z.M. conform global quality assurance processes and certifications. All of A.Z.M. manufacturing
processes, product quality controls and customer service are best quality assured under EC and ISO
regulations.
Negative Pressure Wound Care Systems, we are keeping up with the latest technology and developments by
doing constant Research & Development processes. With our brand FAVA we are offering both domestic and
global markets to our high-tech and good quality Negative Pressure Wound Care Systems.
Our company is aware and carrying the responsibility of health sector and trying to carry out the best and fastest
services with giving the quickest feedback in Sales and After-Sales processes which is our specialty.
A.Z.M. follows the below main principles throughout all of its operations and services:
Adopt the best quality practices in order to meet global standards
Ÿ Focus on patient comfort and therapy effectiveness
Ÿ Keep continuous innovation and support further clinical studies
Ÿ Provide full service support on both sales and post sales processes
Ÿ Provide cost effective complete therapy solutions to healthcare institutions
Ÿ

Why Us?
-Because every decision that we make, is evaluated with regard to our customers' satisfactions and interests.
-Because focused on innovation and solution, we are interfere problems with haste in order to reach the accurate
and fast result, maintaining the business flow without being compromised from quality and safety.
-Because in our business interactions, QUALITY, SAFETY and SATISFACTION are our top priorities.

WHAT IS THE FAVA NEGATIVE PRESSURE WOUND THERAPY?
The therapy depends on sterile closing of the acute or chronic wounds and application of homogeneously distributed
negative pressure inside the wound bed.

Effectiveness of Negative Pressure Wound Therapy
It enables accelerated wound healing through controlled vacuum which removes infection and exudate from the wound
bed. Accelerated wound healing provides cost effectiveness by early discharge of patients.

FAVA negative pressure wound care treatment;
* Exudate

Removes

* Organic and Inorganic Particles
* Cell Migration and Granulation
* Local Micro Circulation

Facilitates

* Capillary Formation
* Keep Sub Atmospheric Environment Along the Wound Bed
* Local Edema
Prevents

* Bacteria Colonization
* Pain Relief Around the Wound Site

Advantages
- Provides granulation
- Decreases local edema
- Prevents bacteria colonization
- Accelerates wound healing
- Provides cost effective therapy

Indications
- Pressure ulcer
- Diabetic ulcer
- Venous ulcer
- Subacute wounds
- Graft and flap sites
- Open Abdominal wounds
- Post-operation wounds
- Infected wounds

Contra-Indicatons
- Necrotic wounds
- Untreated osteomyelitis
- Open arteries and veins
- Non-examined fistulas

FAVA TOPICAL NEGATIVE PRESSURE WOUND THERAPY UNIT RX15
Ergonomic Advantage with New Colored Touch Screen Control Panel

Continuous and Intermittent Therapy Modes
Light Weight Design for Patient Mobility
Silent Operation
Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery
Alarm Logging
Unit Operation Logging
Usage Profile Customization

Advanced Audible and Visual Alarm Options
Colored Touch Screen
Sensitive Micro Processor Control
Key Lock Option
User-Friendly Interface
Transfer on Data to PC

FAVA NEGATIVE PRESSURE FOAM CLOSURE SETS
GENERAL FEATURES

Enables fully
closure of cavity
wound beds with
excessive exudate and
infection.
The hydrophobic
structure adapts to
the shape of wound bed
and enables efcient
ltering for exudate
transfer.

Increase of
blood supply in the
wound bed through
optimized negative
pressure performance,
decrease of bacteria load
and effective granulation
on the contact
surface.

The transparent
lms allows micro air
transition and protects
healthy skin areas
without causing any
macaretion.

Open pore
structure helps in
decontamination of
infected wounds.

Closure set pieces
can be cut to desired
size to fully t into the
wound bed.

The foams
have crosslinked structure that
provides extra tensile
strength and prevents
residual lefts on the
wound bed.

The foam never gets
occluded because of
brin and cell refuses.

Minimizes the risk of
fraying and prevents
stray pieces from being
left in the wound bed
Negative pressure is
distributed
homogeneously among
the wound bed.

Application of
controlled negative
pressure on the
wound bed removes
excessive exudate and
antimicrobial environment
while keeping the best
wound conditions
for healing.

Physical
stimulation of
homogenous negative
pressure provides more
oxygen and nutrient on the
wound site by increasing
the local blood
concentration.

FAVA NEGATIVE PRESSURE FOAM CLOSURE SETS

FAVA HOMECARE CLOSURE SET
FAVA homecare Closure Set involves the following:
• HC Large Closure Set

FAVA Homecare Closure Set

* The Homecare closure set includes; foam,
transparent film, port, skin cleanser, ruler, stainless
steel scissors, gauze, gloves, underlying cloth and
carrier tray.
* Supplemental accessories in the set provide fast,
easy and effective applications.

Homecare closure set facilitates
dressing change process.

FAVA SPIRAL FOAM CLOSURE SETS
FAVA Spiral Foam Closure Sets involve the following:
Fava Spiral Foam Large Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Spiral Foam Medium Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Spiral Foam Small Closure Set
Ÿ

FAVA Spiral Foam Closure Set

There is a 2 layers of spiral foam in Fava spiral foam
closure set for flexible and easy application.

FAVA BLACK FOAM CLOSURE SET
FAVA Black Foam Closure Set

FAVA Black Foam Closure Sets involve the following:
Fava Black Foam Large Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Black Foam Medium Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Black Foam Small Closure Set
Ÿ

The foam thickness of FAVA Black Foam Closure Set is
3.3cm in order to meet requirements of deep wound applications.

FAVA SILVER FOAM CLOSURE SETS

FAVA Silver Foam Closure Set

FAVA Silver Foam Closure Sets involve the following:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Fava Silver Foam Large Closure Set
Fava Silver Foam Medium Closure Set
Fava Silver Foam Small Closure Set

As an antimicrobial agent silver ion are mixed with
polyurethane raw material during foam production.

The silver agent has a wide spectrum of antimicrobial effect.
* Enables standalone antimicrobial application without need of additional silver products.
*

FAVA SILVER SPIRAL FOAM CLOSURE SET
Fava Silver Spiral Foam Closure Set involves the following:
Ÿ

Fava Silver Spiral Foam Large Closure Set

FAVA Silver Spiral Foam Closure Set

Proven and Patented
Silver Technology
- ISO 10993, Biocompatibility
- Agar Diffusion Test
- L929 MEM Elusion Test
- Intracutaneous Injection Test
- Kligman Maximization Test

There is a 2 layers of spiral foam in Fava
silver spiral foam closure set.

FAVA WHITE THIN FOAM CLOSURE SET
FAVA White Thin Foam Closure Sets involve the following:
Fava White Thin Foam Large Closure Set
Ÿ Fava White Thin Foam Medium Closure Set
Ÿ Fava White Thin Foam Small Closure Set
Ÿ

FAVA White Thin Foam Closure Set

FAVA White Thin Foam Closure set enables visual inspection of
exudate movement and at the same time it reduces thickness of 1.6cm
provides effective applications on partially thick and shallow wounds.

FAVA GREEN FOAM CLOSURE SET
FAVA Green Foam Closure Sets involve the following:
Fava Green Foam Large Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Green Foam Medium Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Green Foam Small Closure Set
Ÿ

FAVA Green Foam Closure Set

FAVA Green Foam Closure Set enables visual inspection of exudate movement and
its 3.3cm thickness provides effective applications even on deep wounds.

FAVA BLACK THIN FOAM CLOSURE SETS
FAVA Black Thin Foam Closure Sets involve the following:
Fava Black Thin Foam Large Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Black Thin Foam Medium Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Black Thin Foam Small Closure Set
Ÿ

FAVA Black Thin Foam Closure Set

FAVA Black Thin Foam Closure set comes with 1.6cm thick foam for
effective application on partially thick and shallow wounds.

FAVA GAUZE NEGATIVE PRESSURE CLOSURE SETS
FAVA GAUZE CLOSURE SETS
FAVA Gauze Closure Sets involve the following:
Fava Gauze Large Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Gauze Medium Closure Set
Ÿ Fava Gauze Small Closure Set
Ÿ

*
*
*
*

Negative pressure is distributed homogeneously among the wound bed.
The gauze can fully adapts to the wound shape and completely fills the wound bed.
Easy application accelerates application process and supports patient comfort.
The antimicrobial effect of PHMB inside the gauze inhibits bacteria colonization and prevents bacteria
penetration.
* Barrier effect supports management of infection both in partial and full thickness wounds.

FAVA Gauze Closure Set

Gauze Closure Set includes PHMB as active antimicrobial agent to kill bacteria and
bacteriostatic structure of the dressing prevents further infection risk.

FAVA FOAM AND GAUZE ABDOMINAL
CLOSURE SETS
FAVA ABDOMINAL CLOSURE SETS
FAVA Abdominal Closure Sets involve the following:
Ÿ

Ÿ

Fava Gauze Abdominal Closure Set
There are PHMB impregnated gauze pieces in abdominal gauze closure set.

Fava Foam Abdominal Closure Set
There is a hydrophobic foam in abdominal foam closure set.

* In Fava gauze abdominal closure set and Fava abdominal closure set, the visceral protective layer provides
no sticking barrier for inner organ protection.

FAVA CANISTER SET
Canister sets include a sodium polyacrylate solidifier that gels the collected exudate for safety
usage.

* Each canister has a specially designed hydrophobic bacteria and odor filter in order to capture aerosols and prevent
contamination and bad smell.
* Filter is designed to minimize the risk of contamination and to hold aerosols with a bacterial filter.

Canister
(500 cc)
Canister
(300 cc)

* The FAVA Y-Connector inside the closure sets allows multiple wound therapy with single vacuum unit and canister.

Y - Connector

Loer Lock System

* The transparent films inside the closure sets securely adheres to wound surrounding without causing maceration on
the healthy skin through the micro air transitions.
* Special dome structure of the port is resistant to physical effect like twists and so allows steady negative pressure
transition to the wound bed.

Negative
Negative Pressure
Pressure Wound
Wound Therapy
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- info@fava.com.tr

